


Water is an invaluable resource; which can be nothing but revered. Government of India is making
considerable efforts towards the conservation and minimalistic usage of water. “Jal Ministry” has been
set up with a vision for optimal sustainable development, maintenance of quality and efficient use of wa-
ter resources.Every year; NITK, (formerly known as KREC) faces water scarcity during the dry/summer
season despite ample annual rainfall of 3,796.9 mm. The water scarcity in the NITK is majorly due to
extensive groundwater depletion. Water shortage leads to college bodies and students grappling to get
water for daily use. The artificial groundwater recharge project for NITK, “Jal Anvaharti”, is on par
with the Prime Ministers “Jal Shakthi Abhiyan”; aims to reduce the water inadequacy that NITK faces
by adopting various techniques available for groundwater recharge. In order to accomplish this aim, one
of the major recharge techniques called as percolation pond with well has been proposed as “Trishul Jal
Sanchayan”.This project is for groundwater recharge of Trishul(8th Block) hostel surroundings. The
project is designed with the aim of collecting rainwater from the rooftop of Trishul boys hostel, Canara
bank building and State bank building and diverting it to the proposed location of pond and well. This
project will meet the daily water requirement of Trishul hostel accommodating 324 students throughout
the year along with two commercial complexes housing Canara Bank and State Bank of India, while
also recharging the groundwater table of NITK, reducing the effect of salt intrusion by preventing saline
water to enter into the aquifers in the nearby region.

In this regard , we request the whole hearted support from 1994 batch alumni. This project is in
the benevolence of the institute and society with long term benefits of improved ground water levels at
area surrounding NITK. Improved ground water level facilitates the growth of vegetation in and around
NITK campus.

Trishul Jal Sanchayan - Project Details

Trishul Jal Sanchayan is an exclusive project of groundwater recharge for Trishul(8th Block) hostel
surroundings. The recharge system will be surrounded by lush green foliage and a seating arrangement
led by a path of pebbles. This ambiance will emanate a sense of peace and calmness to the area. All the
design, planning and execution aspects will follow the guidelines provided by Central Ground Water
Board involving georesistivity study, hydrological urban flood model study etc. The water from all
the three rooftops and surface run -offs are diverted to recharge structure location by passing through
a bar screen which ensures the removal of all kinds of solid matters which otherwise clog the water
flow or deposit in the recharge pond leading to progressive reduced storage capacity and infiltration
rates. The location of recharge cum storage structure is selected on the basis of preliminary survey
of catchment and hydrological modelling results. This project ensures the water holding capacity of
1,25,885 Litres, in a recharge pond of dimensions 13.5m×5m and a depth of 5m incorporated with well
of 2.5 m diameter and 4 meter depth at its centre leading to solve the daily water requirement of Trishul
hostel accommodating 324 students throughout the year.

Figure 1: Proposed location of Trishul Jala Sanchayan
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Timeline of the Project

Workdone Timeframe
Land Survey , Resistivity survey, Hydrological urban
flood model study

Work under progress.

Excavation, Landscaping, Injection well construction Month 1
Landscaping, Conduits-Pipelines and drains to carry
rainwater, Filters construction

Month 2

Planting saplings, smart irrigation system
Month 3 ( expected to be
completed by May 2020)

Trishul Jal Sanchayan is fully operational and mainte-
nance

Month 3 onwards ( expected
to operate from June 2020)

An Earnest Plea to 1994 Batch Alumni

Any project; “Begins with interest and responsibility; Continues holding & leaning on
to the relationships that are worthwhile; Ending with the benefit for all” To maintain and
expand the university’s development, support and voluntary contributions by the alumni are important.
The alumni’s opinion in developing the university and enabling it to achieve its vision is highly valued
by NITK. From time immemorial,the importance of conserving water has been ingrained into our minds
and yet we are in the midst of acute water shortage.Water links and maintains all the ecosystems on the
planet; any threats of scarcity of water is a threat to the entire ecosystem. Hence it is a humble request
to our 1994 batch alumni to come forward and donate to this project-“Trishul Jal Sanchayan” which is
of very high potential and will help us to preserve the most valuable resource of nature, “water”. This
is a great opportunity to give back something to your alma-mater which has got you to a very high
socio-economic status in the society. Your donations will go a long way in ensuring that we achieve
our goal of eliminating the water scarcity in NITK. The donors will be made a part of the project
review committee consisting of professors from IITs, IISc, NITK fraternity and representatives from
1994 Batch Alumni. Donors also will have a say in the progress of the project.It is our assurance to
maintain transparency in all our transactions and the progress of this project will be updated on Social
Media and YouTube from time to time. The recharge wells and pond will be named in the honor of
1994 Batch Alumni. So; help us drive the change we endeavour to protect the environment and to
eliminate the water scarcity in NITK.

Project Budgeting

SI No Description Cost (| )

1

Recharge structure- Pond and Well -Stone, cement, sand, coarse
aggregates,PVC pipes,screens and filters, sub storage tanks, Heavy
and light duty equipments, labour, material transportation, devel-
opment of urban flood models, prevention of artificial inundation
on ground

12,00,000/-

2

Enhancing surrounding area
-Wooden chairs and benches, trees and plants,solar-charged panels,
pebbles, labour, material transportation, smart irrigation systems,
publicity (video and poster content creation)

6,00,000/-

3 Maintenance 2,00,000/-

4 Total Cost
20,00,000/-
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Out of the project cost of | 20,00,000/-, the amount of | 9,00,000/- has been assured as a contribution
by the 1994 batch alumni through NITK Alumni Association. Hence this proposal seeks a grant of
nearing | 11,00,000/- through NITK/KREC endowment fund. The account detail is given below.

Name of the Account Holder : NITK/KREC Endowment Fund
Account Number : 37481178720
Name of the Bank: State Bank of India
Branch : Surathkal, Mangalore
Address : Surathkal Branch, NITK Campus,P.O.Srinivasanagar,Dakshina Kannada,575025
IFSC Code : SBIN0002273
All the standard purchase procedures as per govt norms will be incorporated in the execution of

this project via quotation and tender process.

Steering Committee

Project Head

Dr. Pruthviraj Umesh

Assistant Professor

Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics Department

NITK Surathkal

KREC/NITK 2002 Batch

Prof. Uma Maheshwar Rao K

Patron, Director

NITK Surathkal

Mr. B K Krishnamurthy
President, NITK Alumni Association

KREC 1983

Prof. Panduranga Vittal K

Dean AA&IR

NITK Surathkal

Mrs. Gayathri Tirthapura

Representative 1994 Batch

NITK Surathkal

Mr. Satish Burli

Representative 1994 Batch

NITK Surathkal

Mr. Sanjeet Rao
Representative 1994 Batch

NITK Surathkal

Institutional committee will be formed appropriately.
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